Spineless. And proud of it.

Learn about the birds and the bees and everything in between
Fall 2017, Biology 29: Biology of the Living World

- The class for people who love nature, biodiversity, and the outdoors.
- Non-majors course that satisfies Life Sciences requirement for transfer to CSUs, Biological Sciences for General Ed at the UCs, and Natural Sciences requirement for AA/AS degrees.
- A fun, hands-on lab class with field trips, offered for the first time at Merritt.
- Great alternative to Bio 10 for students who want to focus on ecology, plants, and animals rather than molecular and human biology.
- No boring lectures allowed!
- Taught by Dr. Brad Balukjian, entomologist (that means I study bugs!) and National Geographic writer. Questions? bbalukjian@peralta.edu

Enroll at passport2.peralta.edu
Class Number 43953 Tuesdays/Thursdays 9-10:15 AM
(Lab also required, Tuesdays/Thursdays 10:30-12:00)